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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL NOTES
In 1848^ mathematics vas given a small, hut potent, dose of little
desired, yet much needed, medicine. An embarrassing percentage of so-
called mathematicians of that time spat out the medicine as soon as they
had tasted it. But, "The Mathematical Analysis of Logic" found its way to
the stomachs of a few; giving these men precious drops of a now vast, ex¬
panding reservoir of life-blood.
The precious prescription vas written by one George Boole, neither a
Doctor of Medicine nor a Doctor of Mathematics; only a brilliant man idio
had known only poverty and hard work all his life.
Refusing advice to receive oirthodox mathematical training at Cambridge,
one year later, he accepted an appointment as Professor of Mathematics at
Queen's College in Ireland. This made it possible for Boole to direct
more of bis energies toward the production of more mathematical works.
Within five years, he published his masterpiece: "An Investigation of the
Laws of Thought on tdiich are founded the Mathematical Theories of Logic
and Probabilities." As an indication of its scope, note the words of
Bertrand Russell: "Pure Mathematics was discovered by Boole in a work
which he called 'The Lave of Thought.'"
Among other things, Boole reduced logic to an easy and simple type
of algebra. However, Boolean algebra vas sorely neglected for many
years. In fact, half a century after it was written, an "eminent"
mathematician declared it to be devoid of mathematical significance.
However, since that time, the algebra proposed by Boole has been im¬
proved, eiqpanded, and many valuable applications have been made.
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This work deals with one such application which, in the eyes of the
author, is the core of many other manipulations of this algebra. Rather
than an eschaustive treatment, this thesis is directed toward the more
essential and stimulating portions of Boolean algebra. It is hoped that
those readers who are looking at Boolean algebra for the first time will





A Boolean algebra is a aet of elements a, b, c, . . • with the fol>
lowing properties:
!•6 has two binary operations (call the cup-like symbol "union,"
and call ■Uie cap-like symbol "intersection"), which satisfy the
following laws:
la. Idemootent; an a = a and aa a - a;
lb. Commutative: a c b * b a
a u b - b u a;
lc. Associative: a /) (b/: c) = (a^i b) 4 c
atf (bu c) = (aub)u c;
ld. Distributive: an (bus) * (artb)i/(a/)c)
a u (b n c) = (a u b) n (a v c).
2. (B has a binary relation, denoted by ^ , which satisfies the fol¬
lowing laws and the following principle:
2a. Reflexive: aSa, for all a j
2b. Anti-sviiHnetric: If a€b and b-a, then a - b;
2c, Transitive: If a^b and b^c, then a® c.
2d, Consistency Principle: The three conditions aSb, anb = a,
and a u b - b are mutually equivalent.
3. (B contains two elements 0 and 1 which are universal bounds and
satisfy the following laws:
The numbers in the bracket tell the number of the book in the
bibliography and the number of the page.
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3a, Intersection; 0 n a = 0 and 1 /> a = a;
3b, Union; Qua * a and li» a =1,
4, has a nnarj operation called complementation, which obeys the
following laws;
4a, ComplementarltY; ana* =0 and aw a* * 1; (where a' reads,
"the complement of a")
4b, Duallzatlon; (a/)b)' = a‘u b' and (awb)' * a'/f b'j
4c, Involution; (a')' * a.
The elements a, b, c, , , , of Boolean algebra are used to represent
classes, A class may be thought of as a collection of objects. This col¬
lection is identified b7 & particular, distinguishable characteristic. If
an object possesses this characteristic, it is said to belong to the class.
If it does not possess the distinguishable characteristic, then the object
does not belong to the class.
When we write a/ib or ab (read, "the intersection of a and b"),
we are denoting the class of elements belonging both to a and to b.
When we write awb or a b (read, "the union of a and b"), we are
denoting the class of elements belonging either to a, or to b, or be¬
longing to both.
We write a- b (read, "a is contained in b") whenever each element of
a belongs to b.
We denote the empty class, or the class to \riilch no elements belong,
by 0; and the universal set, or the class which contains everything, b7 1*
/
a
Finally, we write,to denote the class which contains all elements
that are not contained in a.
Already, we notice, in the definition of Boolean algebra, semblances
of familiar concepts of elementary algebra. Let us, therefore, take a
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closer look at Boolean algebra with respect to its relation with elementary
algebra.
B. A Coo^arison of Boolean Algebra with Elementary Algebra.
1. Special Elements.
Elementary algebra; Here, there are two "special" elements,
namely, 0 and 1, which are called zero and unity, respectively.
These elements obey the following lawsc
a + 0 = a
a • 0 » 0.
a + 1 = a + 1
a • 1 ~ a.
Boolean algebra: Boolean algebra has two "special" elements.
We shall call them "Notiiing" and "Everything," respectively. They
obey the following laws.
auO = a
a • 0 — 0
au 1 = 1
a • 1 = a
There is a direct similarity between the two 0 elements; but, the
elements 1 are entirely different from one another in their nature.
2. Commutative Laws
Elementary algebra; Boolean algebras
a + b = b + a at/b*bwa
a»b = b*a a»b = b»a
3. Associative Laws
Eleroentary algebras Boolean algebrat




(a*b) •c = a»(b»c)
ELementarv algebra; Boolean algebras
a* (b+c)=ab + ac a*(boc)s(a*b)v(a*c)
a o(b * c ) s (aob) • (awe)
Note; There is a striking slirdlarity in the respective coBimatatlve
and associative laws. In fact, one need only replace the plus sign or the
union sign by the union sign or the plus sign. However, eleiaentary




a + (-a) * 0, vdilch yields -(-a) = a
a • (a * 1, which yields (a ”^) = a
Boolean algebra;
aw a* » 1 which yields 1' = 0
a • a* - 0 which yields O'
6. Combining of like elements
Elementary algebra;
a <4* a s 2a
a • a = a^
by the Involution principle
Boolean algebra;
a w a = a
a • a = a
Note; This is probabl]^ the most significant difference in t he two
algebras; for, combining in elementary algebra gives rise to numerical
coefficients and exponents. However, we now see that there can be no




a£b if and only if a + (zero or some positive number) = b .
aSb or b£a for any a, b .
Boolean algebra;
aS b if and only a« b * b, or a • b = 0, or a • b' * 0,
or a' u b = 1.
For any a, b it is not true that either a£ b or b£ a»
For any a, OS a£ 1.
Note: The ordering in elementary algebra is coB^lete, whereas
Boolean algebra is governed l:^ a partial ordering*^
8. Functions of one variable [7.%^
Elementary algebra:
Consider the function y = f (x). y may be approximated by
writing it in the form of a polynomial. Hence, y = a b x
+ cx? + dx^ + . . . It is, therefore, obvious that f(0) = a;
f(l) = a + b+c+d + . . .
Boolean algebra:
Consider the function y = f(x). y is precisely equal to
axubx*. Hence, f(0) * aj f(l) = b. f(x) ranges froma^rb
to a wb, i.e,, a/i b*=f(x)^ a« b. And f(a) = a wb; f(b) = a/)b.
Note: Whereas we express y precisely in Boolean algebra, we can only
approximate y in elementary algebra.
The range of f(x) Is clearly determined in Boolean algebra, but, in
elementary algebra, we can say nothing about the range of the function.
A parttal ortering is any reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive
relation. Z4;34*i/
CHAPTER III
APPLICATIONS OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA TO LOGIC
A. Notation
We shall use essentially the ideas discussed inihe previous chapter.
However, for emphasis, we make a few statements regarding notation.
To denote the Universe, we shall enqploy the symbol 1. The Universe in¬
cludes all conceivable classes, allowing an individual element to embrace
numerous classes at the same time. Let us represent these individual
elements A, 6, C, . . • Consider also the symbols a, b, c, . . .
The symbol a, operating on a particular class, shall be thought of as
selecting from that class all the As which it contains. And, similarly for
b and e. When no class is mentioned, 1, the Universe, will be understood
to be the particular class in question. To illustrate consider: a - a.
The meaning of each term is that it selects from the Universe all the As
which it contains, the result of which is the class A.
The product ab will represent the class whose members are both As and
Bs. Similarly, abc denotes the class whose members are As, Bs, and Cs.
As we know, ab and abc are equivalent to acb and a/ib/7c, respectively.
B. Expression and Intez*pretation
A proposition is a sentence which is either true or false. It has a
subject and a predicate (that which is true or false of the subject).
There is also a copula, a form of the verb ”to be,” which connects the
subject and the predicate.
Each proposition is affirmative or negative, and universal or particular.
Hence, we have four basic propositions (called categorical by many authors):
A. Universal-affirmativ All As are Bs . . . .
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E. Universal-negative • ... No As are 6s • • • •I.Particnlar-affirmative . • Some As are Bs . . •
0. Particular-negative ... Some As are not Bs .
We now use Boolean algebra to express the clasttsthat make up these
basic propositions. Consider the following classes;
1. Not -A, the class consisting of all elements that are not As.
Noii^ we know, the Universe, 1, consists of the two classes A and not
-A. The symbol a represents the class A, so, not -A is represented by
1-a.
2. A and B, the class \dio8e elements are both As and Bs.
We represent this class by ab.
3. B, but not -A, the class idiose elements are Bs but not As.
This class is represented by b(l-a).
4. Not -A and not -B, the class >diose elements are neither As nor Bs.
We represent this class by (l-a) (l-b).
Now, consider the basic propositions. A, E, I, and 0.^
A. All As are Bs.
This singly states that all existing As are found in the class B.
Hence, we have two expressions.
ab = a, or
a(l-b) = 0.
E. No As are Bs.
When we say that no As are Bs, it is equivalent to stating that there
exist no elements idilch are common to the two classes A and B. And, we
recall that the class of elements which are common to A and B is represented
by ab. Therefore, the proposition that No As are Bs is represented by
These propositions are called "categorical" by many authors.
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the equfttlon ab — 0*
!• Some As are Bs.
Since some As are Bs, there exist some elements \ihloh are eonnnon to
the classes A and B. Ve shall call the class of these elements G. To G,
let there correspond a symbol g, such that
g s ab (6)
We note that g, containing all elements common to A and B, can be
duall7 interpreted. Ve can call it Some As or Some Bs.
0. Some As are not Bs.
Following the same kind of reasoning ve enqployed in dealing with
equation(6]^ g - a(l-^) may be Interpreted as Some As or Some not -Bs.
Hence the proposition Some As are not Bs.
C. Syllogisms
A syllogism is a group of three and only three propositions, the
third of which is deduced from the other two. The first two propositions
are called pr^nises. The third is called the conclusion. The subject of
the conclusion is called the minor term. The predicate of the conclusion
is called the major term. The remaining term which is common to both
premises is called the middle term.
Ve now use several examples to show that from two categorical proposi¬
tions, ve can arrive at a conclusion which is valid according to the lavs
of formal logic, yet obtained through the laws of Boolean algebra.
Example 1. All As are Bs
All Cs are As.
All As are Bs may be expressed as a(l-b) = 0 or (l-b)a = 0.
All Cs are As may be expressed as c(l-a) = 0 or ca-c = 0
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Now if we eliminate a from the two equations, we have c(l-b) = 0.
Hence we conclude that All Cs are 6s.
Example 2. All Cs are As
No 6s are As.
All Cs are As may be written: e(l-a) =0, or c = ca.
No 6s are As may be written: ba - 0, ba = 0.
Eliminating a, be - 0.
Hence, No 6s are Cs.
Example 3. All As arc Es
All Cs are 6s.
All As are 6s may be written: a(l-b) =0, or a = ab
All Cs are 6s may be written: c(l-b) =0, or cb - c
Eliminating b, ac - ac.
Hence, we reach no valid conclusion concerning the classes A and C.
Kywwi|i1#! All Cs are As
No 6s are Cs.
All Cs are As may be written: c(l-a) ~ 0, or e = ga. 4
No 6s are Cs may be written: be ^ 0, 0 - be.
Now, 0 gba. And we conclude that Some As are not 6s.
It is important to note that the equation 0 = gba cannot be thought
of as expressing the proposition Some 6s are not -As. For, in 4, we
see that ga is fixed, denoting Some As. The symbol g is the representative
of Some, with reference to the class A.
Exarole 5. All Cs are As
All Cs are 6s.
All Cs are As may be written: e(l-a) =0, or c = ga
All Cs are 6s may be written: c(l-b) * 0, 0 = c(l-b)
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Hence, 0 = ga(l-b).
And, ve conclude that Some As are Bs.
ErawnTft A. No As are Bs
No Cs are As.
This example is interesting, for, one is prone to conclude that No Cs
are Bs. However, we shall see that this is not the case.
No As are Bs may be written: ba ^ o, 0 « ba.
No Cs are As may be written: ca = 0, a - g(l-c)
Hence, 0 = g(l-c)b
Therefore, the only valid conclusion is that Some not -^^s are not
Bs.
Example 7. All As are Bs
Some Cs are As.
All As are Bs may be written: a(l-b) - 0
Some Cs are As may be written: gc - ga.
Hence, gc(l-b) = 0,
And we conclude that Some Cs are Bs.
Example 8. All As are Bs
Some Cs are not Bs.
All As are Be may be written: a(lob) = 0, or a ~ ab.
Some Cs are not Bs may be written: gc - g(l-b), or gb - g(l-«).
EHminating b, we have ga ~ ga(l<-o)
Hence gae ^ 0. Therefore, we conclude that Some Cs are not As.
Example 9. Some Bs are not As
No Cs are Bs.
Some Bs are not As may be written: gb = g(l<-a).
No Cs are Be may be written: 0 * cb.
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Henc* 0 = g(l-«)c.
And, we conclude that Some not -As are not Cs.
Note that, in this exaa^le, ve were able to Interpret g(l-a), but
unable to Interpret gc.
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